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By their very nature, the exhibitions and programs held at the DePaul Art Museum transcend individual experience and 
address larger issues and concerns that relate to a broad span of academic disciplines. They can offer a window onto a 
historical moment, a perspective on a moral issue, or a voice for the unheard, but ultimately they are presented based on 
the belief that visual media are a potent force for change. We believe that art can engage both the senses and the intel-
lect, and that ideas presented in visual form can have a deep and lasting impact. Rooted in Soil presents information on 
environmental degradation in a way that traditional science education materials like textbooks and popular media cannot. 
On one level, the exhibition provides an understanding of the primal importance of soil and our responsibilities for stew-
ardship; ideally, we hope that it will encourage visitors to become advocates for the environment. At a deeper level, we 
believe that if the exhibition can reshape our general understanding of the place of humans in the natural order, then it 
can help to shift assumptions, behavior, and cultural norms.  
Laura Fatemi
Interim Director  
Introduction
Beneath our feet lies a hidden, diverse, and complex ecosystem teeming with life and activity. This ecosystem serves as a con-duit for the exchange of nutrients between the living, breathing 
portion of Earth and its geologic underbelly. The dark appearance and 
gritty texture of soil belie the profound importance of this medium 
as a key source of sustenance and regeneration of life. Soil harbors 
billions of creatures that are constantly working to liberate the energy 
from dead and decaying matter to fuel new life below and above the 
soil surface. As living organisms, humans are composed of the same 
energy and matter that was once cycled through Earth’s soil. Yet the 
concept of humans’ deep, fundamental interconnectedness to the 
matrix of life is often forgotten in our modern, technologically driven 
lives. Exploring soil through the arts can provide a deeper under-
standing of our connection to nature. Rooted in Soil brings together 
works by fifteen artists who parse the cycle of life and death, address 
crucial issues of soil degradation, and propose radically innovative 
solutions that combine leading scientific approaches and fresh artistic 
and philosophical perspectives.
Today immense expanses of pavement separate us from the com-
plex workings of soil.  Industrialization and modernization in the 
developed world have led us to a life that is physically and mentally 
disconnected from the land. Our primal senses, which connect us 
Curators’ Essay
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“The soil is the great connector of lives, the source 
and destination of all. It is the healer and restorer 
and resurrector, by which disease passes into health, 
age into youth, death into life. Without proper care 
for it we can have no community, because without 
proper care for it we can have no life.” 
-Wendell Berry 
The Unsettling of America: Culture and Agriculture
Laura Fatemi 
Interim Director, DePaul Art Museum
Farrah Fatemi 
Assistant Professor, St. Michael’s College, 
Vermont
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strongly to the earth, have been dulled by a lifetime spent indoors 
and at the computer. The works in this exhibition serve as a visceral 
reminder of our connection to soil, the land, and natural cycles. The 
artists featured here address crucial issues of soil and human health, 
document natural soil processes such as death and decay, and high-
light human interventions in these natural cycles. Collectively, these 
artists bring our focus back to this great connector, reminding us of 
the inextricable links that bind us to the intricate and ancient process 
of renewal through soil. After all, upon our death, it is only the soil 
beneath us that will welcome us with open arms, envelop us, and 
harness our energy to create new life.  
Life Cycles
Life’s cyclical nature—birth, death, decay, and continual renewal— 
is a theme that has inspired artists throughout history. In medieval 
Europe, the Roman Catholic Church used images of human skele-
tons to remind viewers of the brevity of life and the need to repent 
their sins. Dutch still-life paintings of the seventeenth century 
incorporated reminders of human mortality—not just skulls, but 
also traces of decay and insect activity in an otherwise lush bounty 
of flora. Sam Taylor-Johnson’s 2004 video piece Still Life presents an 
arrangement reminiscent of the Dutch vanitas tradition, rendered in 
time-lapse in order to show the simultaneously fascinating yet repug-
nant process of decomposition. Representations of decay reveal the 
beauty, fragility, and impermanence of nature, and these works serve 
as a reminder of the transience of life and the certainty of death. 
  
The decay of landscapes and the body is a recurring theme for pho-
tographer Sally Mann, whose series The Body Farm confronts  
the viewer with hauntingly beautiful images of the decomposing hu-
man form. Mann’s photographs often generate discomfort—whether 
her controversial nude depictions of her children or her uncom-
promising images of her husband’s frail, diseased figure. The Body 
Farm images, taken at a forensic science facility at the University of 
Tennessee, show corpses on the ground in various states of decom-
position. At once repellent and intriguing, the photographs have a 
visual richness and depth that go far beyond a straight documentary 
approach. To create these images, Mann used the wet collodium 
process, a nineteenth-century method that requires a measured focus 
and a chemical process that renders unpredictable results. Together, 
Mann’s subject matter and technique produce a remarkable intensity, 
making the return of the body to the soil movingly evident. 
Similarly focused on a cycle of give and take, but in a less literal 
sense than Mann’s Body Farm images, Jane Fulton Alt’s series The 
Burn explores the ethereal qualities of controlled prairie burns in 
Lake Forest, Illinois. Fire, although it appears fierce and destructive, 
is also a regenerative process that acts to speed new plant growth 
and increase soil nutrient availability. Alt’s images engross the viewer 
with heavy, translucent layers of ash, smoke, and fire, illustrating the 
stunning complexity of the ephemeral process of burning. The artist’s 
photographic journey spanned several years in an ongoing effort to 
study and understand life’s natural cycles and their relationship to 
individual experience.
Soil As a Foundation For Our Health and Economy
The impact that we have on Earth and its resources today is far  
greater than at any other time in human history. Pollution from 
industrial waste, prescription medications, fertilizers, and pesticides 
leaches into soil and contaminates the health of our ecosystems. And 
by contaminating our drinking water and soil, we further contami-
nate our own bodies. Our health and well-being are inextricably tied 
to the quality of the soil.
Artist and activist Claire Pentecost addresses current practices of soil 
use and abuse in her work, emphasizing the value of soil for sustain-
ing a balanced ecosystem. She is particularly interested in the human 
connection to soil in urban areas, and in her work, she provides 
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city dwellers with an opportunity to stop, look, and reflect upon a 
substance that is often masked by concrete and housing. Pentecost’s 
work draws our attention to the importance of what lies beneath us. 
In researching soil biology for her Our Bodies, Our Soils installation, 
Pentecost began to develop a deeper understanding of the impor-
tance of microbes such as fungi and bacteria—a vital component of 
soil in a healthy ecosystem, and equally important for human health. 
For Our Bodies, Our Soils, Pentecost collected soils from around 
Chicago, placing them in glass bottles that viewers can examine 
directly—both visually and through their sense of smell. These soil 
samples are labeled with location, dates, and composting ingredients 
(such as squash, tomato, and sunflowers). The installation recalls 
an apothecary, suggesting that these tinctures of soil have medicinal 
or healing properties. Pentecost utilizes a unique chromatography 
technique to depict soil properties on paper; it produces a holistic 
representation of the soils akin to a fingerprint. 
Soil Reformed 
Many conventional large-scale farming practices toxify soils with 
synthetic pesticides and fertilizers, and blast the physical integrity of 
the soil ecosystem with tillage and harvesting equipment. In essence, 
these practices subjugate and degrade our soils by compromising 
their health and quality. The American Dust Bowl of the 1930s is an 
iconic example of how poor soil conservation practices can lead to 
ecological and economic disaster. During that time, the Farm Securi-
ty Administration hired photographers to document the effects of the 
Dust Bowl on the Midwest. This important historical documentation, 
exemplified by the photographs of Arthur Rothstein, offers a power-
ful visual reminder of the devastating impact this disaster had on the 
people and land of the United States.  
Artists John Gerrard and Edward Burtynsky address the altered land-
scape that has resulted from the twentieth and twenty-first centuries’ 
industrial age of farming. The grand scale of agriculture operations 
would not be possible without the use of fossil fuels to produce 
synthetic fertilizers—among other economic forces that enable this 
large-scale system to persist. Gerrard scrutinizes the relationship 
between the epic environmental disaster of the Great Depression 
and our misuse of land resources today. In his Dust Storm (Manter, 
Kansas), he (along with a team of designers) reimagined the Dust 
Bowl era in a digitally animated real-time landscape created with 
three-dimensional gaming software. Gerrard combined images from 
historic photographic archives, thousands of on-site images, and on-
the-ground footage of explosions in Iraq and Afghanistan recorded 
by soldiers. He then layered these images, creating an eerie scene of 
slow-moving, dark, ominous clouds looming on the horizon, ready 
to engulf the farmland. It is no coincidence that footage for this in-
stallation was taken by soldiers during recent wars; Gerrard provides 
a cautionary tale of impending crisis on various levels.
The role of human activity in the shaping of the land has been an  
ongoing theme for Burtynsky since early in his career. Across the 
globe, from the tar sands of his native Canada to the oil fields of Asia 
and the megalithic manufacturing landscapes of China, Burtynsky’s 
photographs depict resource extraction and industrial produc-
tion on a grand scale. In Pivot Irrigation # 7 High Plains Texas, he 
documented irrigation techniques used in large-scale farming in 
the western United States from an aerial perspective. However, this 
piece does not directly accost viewers with a diatribe on the prac-
tice, which is contributing to the depletion of underground water 
resources in an area experiencing extreme drought. Rather, it shows 
the vastness and scale of our imprint on the Earth’s altered surface.
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Reconnecting to Soil and Nature
Some central tenants of Western philosophy that place humans 
outside of or separate from nature have contributed to the rapid 
depletion and destruction of our natural resources. Artists who  
challenge the idea that we are separate from or “above” the land are 
part of an important discourse on how we can better connect to 
the land and minimize our environmental footprint. Artists such as 
Vaughn Bell and Jenny Kendler engage viewers directly with timely 
environmental issues, using interactive installations and performance 
art to stimulate our senses. 
In Bell’s terrariums, we are connected to Earth’s soil, plants, and nat-
ural processes at eye level. These miniature, self-sustaining ecosys-
tems invite the viewer to enter the biosphere where the subterranean 
and surface views of the soil’s upper layer are exposed. Bell’s work is 
not without irony; a critique of our disconnection from nature is at 
play in many of her installations, which also examine the urbanite’s 
contrived and controlled relationship with nature.
Environmental activist and artist Kendler offeres the public a partici-
patory experience in her performance piece Milkweed Dispersal Bal-
loons. Kendler brings attention to the problem of species extinction 
by illuminating the parallel decline of the iconic monarch butterfly 
and its food source, the once-ubiquitous milkweed plant. Kendler 
distributes information to viewers on the endangered plant and  
insect, along with biodegradable balloons filled with milkweed seeds. 
Participants are encouraged to be part of the solution by popping the 
balloons and thus dispersing the seeds in their neighborhoods to in-
crease the abundance of milkweed. This seed dispersal performance 
piece first took place in St. Louis, and plans are underway  
for it to travel to not only the DePaul Art Museum in Chicago but 
also across the Midwest, where the milkweed plant is declining in 
abundance due to habitat destruction from agriculture and pesticide 
use. Kendler’s socially engaged practice demonstrates how knowl-
edge, combined with art and participatory action, can be a powerful 
force for transformation.
Innovative Solutions
Over our lifetime, our bodies accumulate hundreds of synthetic and 
toxic compounds from industrially manufactured goods, including 
home healthcare products, furniture, and even our children’s toys. 
Upon burial, these toxins leaching into the soil. Furthermore, con-
ventional funeral practices use unnecessary chemicals and preserva-
tives that leak into our soil and water systems. Jae Rihm Lee’s Infinity 
Burial Suit replaces a coffin, enclosing the body in a covering that 
contains a mixture of spores and nutrients for fungi to help break 
down and detoxify some of the unnatural chemicals in our bodies.  
In essence, Lee designed the ultimate green disposal system for hu-
man remains. The Infinity Burial Suit project combines art, science, 
and education, and Lee’s work serves as a unique model for how we 
can reduce our environmental impact on the soil.  
 
As humans we are intimately tied to global nutrient cycles, and our 
footprint within these cycles deepens and widens with an increasing 
global burden on soil resources.  Yet the very means by which the 
human population has prospered—industry and technology—have 
changed our perceived relationship to the soil, the land, and these 
natural cycles. How can we be drawn back to our roots? The various 
approaches taken by the artists in Rooted in Soil suggest ways to 
think about some of the most profound questions we confront as 
conscious beings: Why are we here? What happens when we die? 
What is our role as human beings in conserving the resources that 
sustain our own existence? Will any part of our existence be retained 
or remembered? By encouraging us to see soil as the primal matrix of 
life, this exhibition transcends the issue of conservation and places 
us—our bodies and our minds—in an ancient and ongoing network 
of interdependent life, death, decay, and revival. 
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Jane Fulton Alt
American, born 1951
March 19, 2009, 4:29pm (The Burn), 2009
Inkjet print
Courtesy of the artist
Jane Fulton Alt, a Chicago-based photographer, finds personal significance in the relationship between environmental destruction 
and our own ever-approaching end. In The Burn, she photographed controlled prairie fires in northern Illinois, revealing the enig-
matic beauty of this force of nature, which is simultaneously destructive yet essential for new growth, forming an integral part of the 
cyclical pattern of life.  
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Vaughn Bell
American, born 1978
Metropolis, 2012
Acrylic, aluminum, hardware, soil, and plants
Courtesy of the artist
© Vaughn Bell, photo, Spike Mafford
Vaughn Bell, an interdisciplinary Seattle-based artist, strives to merge the often separate spheres of art, society, and the environment, 
raising awareness of the land and reconnecting nature to urban spaces. The reconciliation of the “good environmentalism” of urban 
living with romanticized ideals of the wilderness is a recurrent theme in projects such as Metropolis, in which Bell encased the viewer 
in a world simultaneously familiar and strange.
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Edward Burtynsky
Canadian, born 1955 
Pivot Irrigation #7, High Plains, Texas Panhandle, USA, 2013
Chromogenic print
Collection of Carl and Marilynn Thoma
© Edward Burtynsky, courtesy Howard Greenberg and Mike Bryce Wolkowitz, New York
The Canadian photographer Edward Burtynsky considers humanity’s disconnected relationship with its modes of material production 
in his striking, large-scale depictions of industrial production that has been imposed on the natural landscape. His documentation 
of the tension between human consumption of resources and concern for the environment exemplifies the unsustainable state of our 
current global large-scale manufacturing practices. 
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John Gerrard
Irish, born 1974
Dust Storm (Manter, Kansas), 2007
Real-time 3D on plasma screen
Collection of Carl and Marilynn Thoma
Irish artist John Gerrard straddles two fields in the production of his work: he earned an MFA from the School of the Art Institute  
of Chicago in 2000 and an MSc in computer science from Trinity College in 2001, both of which allow him to create objects that  
combine real-time computer graphics with three-dimensional gaming software. In Dust Storm (Manter Kansas), Gerrard’s “image  
wandering,” the process of being fully present in a landscape, commemorates one of the greatest ecological disasters in American  
history through the thoughtful combination of a past tragedy and the threat of an impending one. 
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Julia Goodman
American, born 1979
Red Mountain I (The Root of Scarcity), 2014 
Beet papyrus
Courtesy of the artist
Julia Goodman is a San Francisco–based interdisciplinary artist. Her work focuses on the act of creating paper, a material with a 
past of scarcity and a present of disposability that speaks to the manner in which humanity now consumes resources with little 
regard to sustainability.  Goodman began making papyrus from beets as an exploration of mortality, finding meaning in the cyclical 
material processes of reshaping and transforming organic matter, the paper itself becoming message rather than merely the medium.
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Sam Taylor-Johnson
English, born 1967
Still Life, 2001
35mm film transferred to DVD; duration 3:44 minutes
Sammlung Goetz, Munich, Germany
© Sam Taylor-Johnson, Courtesy White Cube
Sam Taylor-Johnson is a photographer, and film-maker who explores the topic of ephemeral natures in her time-lapse film, Still Life.  
In this film, she provides a contemporary take on the vanitas subject traditionally referred to as a style of painting by Dutch painters 
who explored the themes of mortality and the passage of time.
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Jenny Kendler
American, born 1980
Milkweed Dispersal Balloons, 2014–15
Performance
Courtesy the artist and the Natural Resources Defense Council
Jenny Kendler questions the relationship between humanity and nature, seeking to reengage society with its physical environment. 
Kendler is the first artist-in-residence for the environmental advocacy group the Natural Resource Defense Council where she 
developed pieces like the performative Milkweed Dispersal Balloons during her residency. Kendler has a deep commitment to the 
environment and employs a variety of media, including sculpture, drawing, and installation to advocate for awareness of biodiversi-
ty and the endangered environment.  
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Jae Rhim Lee
American, born South Korea, 1975
Untitled (The Infinity Burial Project), 2009–14
Inkjet print
Courtesy of the artist
Jae Rhim Lee’s research explores relationships between the self and both the built and natural environments. The Infinity Burial Project 
considers the processes of death and the manner in which our bodies are consumed by the earth, offering a unique solution to the 
highly toxic burial practices of the funeral industry and presents a more ecologically friendly alternative. 
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Sally Mann
American, born 1951
Untitled (The Body Farm), 2000
Gelatin silver print from wet collodion negative
Collection of Richard Harris
© Sally Mann, Courtesy Gagosian Gallery
Sally Mann may be best characterized by her willingness to take risks throughout her career.  Her most recent exploration of chal-
lenging subject matter is a photographic series undertaken at the anthropological research facility the Body Farm at the University of 
Tennessee. Her photographs are devoted to deshrouding the mysteries of human decomposition. Rarely do photographers so directly 
address the subject of death and decay with such intimacy and unflinching honesty, revealing the disturbing beauty and horror of the 
physical forces of nature. 
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Vik Muniz
Brazilian, born 1961
Vanitas (Pictures of Soil), 1997
Bromoil gelatin silver print
Collection of Richard Harris 
Art © Vik Muniz/Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY 
Vik Muniz, a Brazilian artist based in New York, is known for his experimentation with unconventional media, such as cotton balls, 
chocolate, and sugar. Vanitas, from the Pictures of Soil series, represents Muniz’s interpretation of the theme of returning to earth  
postmortem through images of human remains. 
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Claire Pentecost
American, born 1956
Our Bodies, Our Soils, 2013–15
Installation 
Courtesy of the artist
Claire Pentecost—a Chicago-based artist, writer, and professor of photography at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago—embraces 
the political nature of everyday life in her interdisciplinary practice, which includes photography, sculpture, and installation. One focus 
of her work has been the issues surrounding genetically modified foods, agricultural practices, and the environment. More recently, she 
has explored the subject of soil as the source of ecological diversity and its importance in maintaining an environment that can contin-
ue to sustain us. Her work is “consciousness-raising,” striving to protect the fragile relationship humanity has with its surroundings and 
seeking to nurture it back to vitality. 
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Justin Rang
German, born 1990
Light/Dark Worms, 2011
Digital Video
Courtesy of the artist
Justin Rang’s meditation on humanity’s intimate relationship with soil coaxes viewers to reflect on their ultimate transformation 
through the earth’s organic materials. Simultaneously, Light/Dark Worms emphasizes soil’s inherent animated, dynamic qualities as  
a self-supporting ecosystem that envelops and embodies all life.
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Arthur Rothstein
American, 1915–1985
Skull of Steer in Badlands of South Dakota, 1936 (printed circa 1976)
Gelatin silver print
Collection of Carl and Marilynn Thoma
© Library of Congress
Arthur Rothstein was an American photojournalist who worked for the Farm Security Administration (FSA) during the Great Depres-
sion of the 1930s. Rothstein was hired to document rural and small town America in order to publicize the horrible living conditions 
of poor farming communities laid waste by the destructive farming practices of the period. Rothstein’s FSA photographs have become 
significant historical records and testaments to the ecological as well as social impact of one of America’s most tragic and devastating 
periods. 
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Linda Swanson
American, born 1967
The Seep (detail), 2013
Bentonite clay, water, metal, wood, and salt
Courtesy of the artist
Linda Swanson’s work is typified by the ephemeral nature of transformation. Her material investigations probe the mysteries and  
wonder of the natural world. Her work Seep—a constantly changing installation of volcanic ash, water, and minerals—contemplates 
the earth’s mechanical processes. 
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Adriaen van Utrecht
Flemish, 1599–1652
Vanitas, Still Life with Bouquet and Skull, c. 1643
Oil on canvas
Collection of Richard Harris 
Adriaen van Utrecht was a painter of the seventeenth century best known for his still life depictions of the Vanitas theme. This 
genre of painting served as a reminder our inevitable mortality. In his painting, vanitas, Still Life with Bouquet and Skull, the table 
displays a variety of objects, each weighted in meaning. An open gold clock denotes the passage of time. The juxtaposition of a 
human skull with a luscious floral arrangement symbolizes the brevity of life and our temporary existence.
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Chicago Wildsounds
Rooted in Sound, 2015 Soundscape installation  
Chicago Wildsounds, Project Advisor; Chair and Professor Liam Heneghan, Environmental Science and Studies; DePaul Students: Veronica Jachowski, coordinator, 
Michelle Hauer and Alyssa Marcy, assistants.  
DePaul Faculty Collaborators, Dolores Wilber, Professor, College of Computing and Design, and Victoria DeIorio, Head, Sound Design, The Theatre School. 
Rooted in Sound is a soundscape project developed by Chicago Wildsounds, (CWS) a DePaul University student group. CWS focuses 
on analyzing and preserving the soundscapes of Chicago especially those where urban nature prevails.  They are samples from a long-
term project where recordings of ambient sound are collected on the hour every hour, day after day, week after week, along Chicago’s 
iconic lake front. The field recordings are accompanied by photographs from a parallel project mapping the vegetation of Lincoln Park. 
The results are an uncanny combination of nature crossed with the often vexing, habitually disjointed, and sometimes surprisingly 
beautiful sounds of people and technology.
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The recently dead rot much like money accumulates in banks (until recently, at least), only, of course, in reverse. A sage great-great-ancestor who had, for instance, set aside a few 
shillings for a distant descendant would, through the plausible alche-
my of compound interest, have made his or her great-great-offspring 
a wealthy person indeed. In contrast, after death a body of matter 
accumulated over the course of a lifetime is hustled away, rapidly at 
first, but leaving increasingly minute scraps of the carcass to linger on 
nature’s banquet table. It is as if Zeno had not shot an arrow but in-
stead had ghoulishly slobbered down upon the departed, progressively 
diminishing the cadavers but never quite finishing his noisome meal. 
The soils of the world contain, in tiny form, scraps of formerly living 
things, going back many thousands of years. Perhaps these are the 
ghosts we sense when we are alone in the woods.
Essay
IN THE
KINGDOM 
OF DECAY 
Liam Heneghan 
Professor and Department Chair,  
Environmental Science and Studies 
DePaul University
“The soils of the world contain in tiny form, scraps 
of formerly living things, going back many thou-
sands of years.  Perhaps these are the ghosts we 
sense when we are alone in the woods.”
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Before you rake away the final leaves of the autumn season, hold one 
up to the fall light. Those patches where you see sky rather than leaf 
have been consumed live, nibbled away by insects or occasionally 
browsed by mammals. But you may have to pick up several leaves to 
see any consumption at all. The eating of live plant material is rarer 
than one might suspect. It is almost as if most creatures—unlike us, 
of course—have the decency to wait for other beings to die before 
they consume them. 
Ecologists have wondered why this is the case, asking in one formu-
lation of the problem, “Why is the world green?” At the peak of the 
summer season, the earth is mysteriously like a large bowl of uneaten 
salad. This, it turns out, is true for many reasons, but a compelling 
one is that plants generally defend themselves quite resourcefully. 
The thorn upon the rose provides more than a pretty metaphor: this 
shrub knows exactly what to do with its aggressive pricks. And if one 
can neither run nor hide nor protrude a thorn, it might manufacture 
a chemical weapon. Crush a cherry laurel leaf in your hand, wait a 
moment or so, and then inhale that aroma of toasted almond. It’s hy-
drogen cyanide, of course. “Don’t fuck with me” is one of the shrub’s 
less lovely messages.  
Gravity tugs upon the dead. Those things not already in the soil when 
death arrests them tend soilwards upon their demise. If this were a 
world where the dead remained unconsumed, an unwholesome  
detrital pile would have accumulated upon the bottom of ancient  
seas until the world’s usable matter had been exhausted and life on 
Earth had faltered. The dead must be moved along for the living to 
keep moving at all.  Why this must be so is pretty obvious, but pre-
cisely how postmortem remains get disarticulated and converted into 
forms usable for the living is still being investigated.  Professionally,  
I am a student of death and decay, which is an accurate way of saying 
that I am a student of life. The world is as brown as it is green.
From this point on, I will primarily consider the decay of plant 
material, since this comprises the bulk of terrestrial biomass. The 
consumption of the formerly living and the transmutation of organ-
ic into inorganic constituents is the ecological business of a diverse 
community of saprophytic organisms (etymologically derived from 
the words sapro, meaning “putrid,” and phyte, meaning “plant”) and 
of an accompanying host of small animals that feed directly upon the 
decay or that nibble on the saprophytic microbes involved in de-
composition. The outcome of all this caliginous toil is the liberation 
of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and so forth, otherwise trapped in 
death’s charmless chambers. The carbon burbles through the soil and 
back into the atmosphere, and the nutrients are scrambled over by 
microbes and plants, each obeying life’s blind will to amplify.  
Earthworms, millipedes, woodlice, and their kin fragment dead 
leaves, breaking them into smaller pieces and exposing fresh surfac-
es to colonization by microorganisms. Earthworms, like mobile and 
mucousy tubes of toothpaste open on both ends, squirt their way 
through the world’s putrefaction. What they squeeze out may not 
be minty fresh, but it has its own charisma. An earthworm’s body 
surface, its internal workings, and its copious soil-full egesta glisten 
with a snotty discharge that microbes simply die for—or rather live 
for, since these easily degraded substances prime the decomposer 
microbes whose micro-feeding frenzy continues the assault on dead 
organic matter. Earthworms inside and out are maestros of putres-
cence. In their poetic moments, earthwormologists (a freshly coined 
term) have referred to their beast of interest as “Prince Charming,” its 
mucus as a “kiss,” and those microbes that get whipped up into  
a digestive frenzy as “sleeping beauties.” 
Fungi and bacteria are royalty in the kingdom of decay. They satis-
fy their nutritional needs by regally exuding extracellular enzymes 
upon their putrescent foodstuff and absorbing the rot. The soil is a 
trickle-down economy of the most literal form. The bulk of global 
decomposition is performed in this macerating way. A bacterium, 
from the perspective of putrescence, is a single-celled sack of carnage 
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constrained within a robust peptidoglycan wall. Not only can bacteria 
break down some extraordinarily robust materials (including ce-
ment), but some also produce powerful fungicides and thus dispatch 
and then consume the competition. If not for one small design limita-
tion, this world of ours would host little other than bacteria consum-
ing other bacteria. A scientific madman would be he who genetically 
engineered tiny legs for bacteria. For this is their structural drawback: 
bacteria are relatively immobile, and like sea anemones or corals, they 
wait for their food to come to them or for some biddable creature 
to transport them to their comestibles. For this reason, a majority of 
bacteria cells in the soil are physiologically inactive—waiting, waiting, 
waiting for some moist dead thing to enliven them and unleash a 
digestive maelstrom.
One should not be deceived by the daintiness of an intermittent-
ly protruding mushroom or toadstool. These are merely wardrobe 
malfunctions in the great show of moldering—unseemly exposed 
tips of a grand underground organism whose digestively capable 
filaments (called hyphae) can extend as a network over many miles.  
Fungi, in fact, are celebrated among the world’s largest organisms. 
The strategy is that the organism can glean a portion of its nutritional 
requirement in one place and other portions elsewhere, and in theory 
can distribute the ambrosial broth across the entire cytoplasmic web. 
Fungi’s sheer size has led to debate about what precisely constitutes 
an individual organism (genetic identity is clearly not enough), but 
for our purposes the significant point is that more or less everywhere 
below us a fungus toils, relieving the dead of the elements they have 
little use for anymore.
The community of soil animals supported by decay is profligately 
diverse—enigmatically diverse, in fact, since many of them occupy 
themselves with the consumption of similar morsels. The applica-
tion of one of ecology’s few implacable laws—competitive exclu-
sion—should dictate that this richness be diminished. There are 
predators down there, of course—monstrous feeders, some of which 
are sheathed in chitin and furnished with pincers beyond the extrav-
agance of ordinary phantasms. On predators’ menus are nematodes, 
protozoa, rotifers, mites, springtails, diplurans, termites, woodlice, 
and amphipods. All with their distinct gustatory charms, one suppos-
es; none shares recipes. The cupboards of non-predatory soil animals 
are rarely bare, and you would not go hungry down there, as long as 
your appetite is whetted for fungus or bacteria for all your days. This 
is the enigma of soil diversity: so many animals live on the same diet 
with little specialization of feeding habits.
Energetically, soil animals other than worms may directly contribute 
little to the decay of the dead. Functionally, however, they are import-
ant. The problem with the unrefracted dead, as you will recall, is that 
they harbor essential matter required by the living; the problem with 
microbes is that, as quickly as they liberate these essential ingredients, 
they immobilize them again in their own burgeoning biomass.  Soil 
animals help things along by champing down upon microbes, liber-
ating their nourishing juices in a form available to plants. Now, one 
may wonder why the microbes’ consumption by animals does  
not simply lead to their accumulation in the biomass of those micro-
bivores. If this were the case, it might make it difficult for plants to 
get the elements necessary for their growth—all in all, an unfortunate 
thing, since it is primarily dead plant material keeping the whole 
thing going. Now, microbes and the soil animals that feast upon  
them do not care a whit about plants. The fact that microbial feeding 
by soil animals results in the mobilization of nutrients that can be 
subsequently taken up by plants comes about fortuitously. This must 
be so since every organism is this evolutionary game is satisfying its 
own self-interest. 
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Here is what happens. The composition of microbial cytoplasm is 
different than that of soil animals in one important respect: there is 
more nitrogen relative to the concentrations of carbon in microor-
ganisms. Animals feed upon microbes to get their carbon fix and in 
doing so take in more nitrogen than they can process. To deal with 
this, animals excrete that excess. The bottom line: the piss of armies 
of small animals sustains this green earth. Nitrogen gets into soil in 
other ways, of course, and soil critters perform other functions, but it 
is hard to overestimate the influence of tiny soil animals—mites and 
springtails (primitive, wingless insect like critters)—on orchestrating 
rot. Nitrogen and all the other essential soil nutrients liberated during 
the decomposition of the dead ensure that plants can respond to the 
sun’s energy and live for a while, sustain the living of others such as 
us for a while, animate matter for a while, preparing that matter for 
its lengthy sojourn in the kingdom of decay.   
In its broad strokes, the story of decay has been known for some 
time. Darwin famously contributed to that understanding. His book 
The Formation of Vegetable Mould through the Action of Worms, with 
Observations on their Habits (1881) culminated a lifelong  
interest in worms. Nothing escaped his attention: the density of 
worms in soil, their taste preferences, and even their unusual sexual 
habits. (Their “passion,” he said, “is strong enough to overcome for 
a time their dread of light.”) In particular, though, he meticulously 
quantified the rate at which worms convert leaves into soil, thereby 
increasing the fertility of the soil. In the intervening 130 years, the 
details have been worked out. The critical role of small microbial 
feeders in determining rates of decay and in liberating soil nutrients 
emerged from the work of the last generation of researchers. I have 
contributed in a very modest way to this research literature in the last 
couple of decades.  
Big questions remain unanswered. What might the significance of the 
loss of below-ground diversity be for the functioning of ecosystems? 
Can individual plant species manipulate soil decomposers to ensure a 
rate of decay that favors their own growth? What are the implications 
of global change for decomposition? If decomposition rates increase 
in bogs or in the tundra, will the additional carbon released into 
the atmosphere exacerbate global temperature increases (some folks 
speculate that soil carbon release will contribute to the breaching of 
a critical transition)? The workings of the upper five centimeters of 
the earth’s surface may repay the considerable effort it takes to learn 
about it.
Perhaps it is just “cowards who die many times before their deaths,” 
but the matter that constitutes each and every one of us has expe-
rienced death so often that we should all be able to face our ends 
languidly. We all shuffle through the swiftly moving waiting line to 
enter the Kingdom of Decay.
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